In this paper, we describe the recognition subsystem of a vision system based on Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representation scheme [l]. From the image, a description about the scene -precedence graph -is inferred. Object recognition is formulated as matching a scene precedence graph to a model precedence graph which is executed by a constraint satisfaction network.
Introduction
In [a, 31, we have proposed a CSG-based 3-D object representation scheme as well as the techniques to infer this representation from a range image. It is assumed that only primitives with quadric surfaces, e.g., ellipsoids, cylinders, and cones, blocks, and planar patches are allowed to compose an object. Planar patches are used only if block primitives cannot be derived. There are two kinds of operations between primitives, i.e., difference and union. A primitive is classified as positivc or negative based on whether it is a physically existent volume or an imaginary volume subtracted froin a positive volume. A precedence graph, denoted by PG = ( A , R ) , consists of a finite set of nodes A and a set of binary relations R. The nodes correspond the individual primitives and ilic structure describes tlic order of part,icipation of priiiiitives in forming the ol1,jc:ct. There are four kinds of arcs in a precedence used to find the isomorphism between a scene graph and a model graph. In the network, each neuron represents a hypothesis of mapping between a node in the scene graph and a node in the model grapli The matching constraints are embedded i i r . ) t i l.nerg> function whose value depends on the states 1 1 1 the neurons in the network. They include the ~alidity of match, the similarity of primitives] the preservation of precedence graph topology, and the preservation of geometrical structure. The configuration of the network is updated in such a way that the value of the energy function decreases. Mean field annealing with normalization is used for neural updating [5, 61. When the value of the energy function reaches its minimum, the constraints are optimally satisfied and the best match between these two graphs is found.
3 Experimental Results Fig. 1 shows the intensity image, the range image, the edge map, ailcl the inferred precedence graph of a toy car. In the model database, the toy car is approxi n i a t d by CSG priiiiitives. Fig. 2 shows the model and its precedcnce graph. The primitives of both scene and niodel objects are labeled as illustrated. Though some model priiiiitives were not mapped to by any scene primitives due to the liinitat ion of singlc view, the overall matching result is satisfactory as shown in Fig. 3 .
Conclusions
The proposed system is realized based on tlie principle ol' recognition-by-component which has strong support from psychological exljei iriients [7] . It is ( Iriiined in [8] that an articulation of shapes into parts (or components) is useful because one never sees an ( iitire shape in one glance and our visual systems do in fact cut surfaces into parts. ( 4 (b) Fig. 2 (a) the model object.
(b) the model precedence graph. 
